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QUESTION NO: 111
 
Which two commands allow you to change dynamic file parameters for existing dynamic files?
 
(Choose two.)
 

A. RESIZE 
B. CONFIGURE.FILE 
C. CHANGE.FILE 
D. ANALYZE.FILE 
E. REBUILD.FILE 

Answer: A, B 

QUESTION NO: 112
 
Which command shows the administrator the output from a process while it is executing?
 

A. PORT.STATUS 
B. LISTU 
C. STATUS 
D. TANDEM 

Answer: D 

QUESTION NO: 113 
When a client system requests a connection to a service on a server system, the UniRPC 
daemon (unirpcd) on the server uses which file to verify that the client system can start the 
requested service? 

A. uvodbc.config 
B. unirpcservices 
C. uv.config 
D. unirpc.config 

Answer: B 

QUESTION NO: 114
 
Which two can be set when configuring UniVerse Data Replication for a subscriber system?
 
(Choose two.)
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A. the size of the subscription log files 
B. the location of the subscription information files 
C. the names of the subscription information files 
D. the verbosity level for the subscription information files 

Answer: B, D 

QUESTION NO: 115 
Which UniVerse client tool combined with the Microsoft ODBC Data Source Administrator 
tool are all that is required to configure and validate UniVerse ODBC driver access to a 
UniVerse database server? 

A. UniAdmin 
B. XML/DB Tool 
C. UCIConfig Editor 
D. UniDebugger 

Answer: C 

QUESTION NO: 116 
Which TCL command would you issue to reclaim space attributed to deleting records from a 
static hashed file and not move the physical location of the file? 

A. RESIZE filename (parameters) USING partition 
B. RESIZE filename (parameters) INPLACE 
C. RESIZE filename (parameters) CONCURRENT 
D. RESIZE filename (parameters) DYNAMIC 

Answer: B 

QUESTION NO: 117 
Which UniVerse command can be used to limit file access permissions to read, write, and 
execute for the owner of newly created files? 

A. UMASK 700 
B. CHMODrwx------
C. CHMOD 700 
D. UMASK 077 
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Answer: D 

QUESTION NO: 118
 
Which goal will encryption accomplish?
 

A. Makes stored data appear scrambled and unreadable. 
B. Prevents user(s) without at least READ permissions from opening certain files. 
C. Makes data traveling between a client PC and aUniVerse server appear scrambled and 
unreadable. 
D. Makes certain files only accessible from BASIC applications, rather than TCL commands, 
editors, or other query/update methods. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION NO: 119
 
When entering the command, "LIST CUSTOMER.FILE WITH NAME = "[SMITH]"'",
 
UniVerse responds with the message, "0 records listed". However, a list of CUSTOMER
 
NAME shows several hundred "smiths". What is the reason for the 0 records listed?
 

A. The dictionary item NAME does not exit. 
B. The dictionary item NAME points to the wrong attribute. 
C. The account is an INFORMATION flavor account. 
D. The account is a PICK flavor account. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION NO: 120
 
If an administrator creates an encryption key for a file and other appropriate users need access,
 
which method is used to accomplish accomplish this?
 

A. Either the administrator or other user(s) uses thecommnd UPDATE.ENCRYPTION.KEY 
on the same file,and uses the existing key name to update the access rights. 
B. Thedministrator uses the command GRANT.ENCRYPTION.KEY to add other user(s) to the 
access list. 
C. The administrator edits the appropriate record in the &KEYSTORE& file to add other user 
ID(s) to the attribute with access ID(s) 
D. The administrator must use the DELETE.ENCRYPTION.KEY command to remove the old 
key name and accesslist,then the command CREATE.ENCRYPTION.KEY to add a new key 
with a new list of accepted users. 
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Answer: B 
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